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Abstract: Rapidly increasing COVID-19 or SARS-CoV-2 in whole world caused a tremendous 
pressure on existing diagnostic setup to give accurate diagnosis on time by gold standard RT-PCR 
technique forcing scientist to think beyond RT-PCR which ultimately ended with invent of Rapid 
antigen test which can give about 100% specific and rapid result but may miss many case due to 
low sensitivity. 

So we wanted to evaluate the Rapid antigen test against RT-PCR for its diagnostic accuracy. We 
followed standard procedure for sample collection, Rapid antigen test and RT-PCR test.  

In about one and half month span we collected 554 antigen negative samples in our hospital. 
About 13% sample (74/554) turned out as positive by RT-PCR test. About 40 % (30/74) positive 
samples had low Ct value (<25) indicating higher viral load present in those patients. 

Above findings indicate that only antigen test will miss a significant portion of positive cases with 
higher viral load which may complicate the pandemic by unknowingly spreading the virus within 
the society. So we should try to improve our infrastructure to carry out more RTPCR test so we 
can detect more cases to identify and isolate them from others to prevent or slowdown the 
transmission chain. 
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Introduction: 
After first case of severe unexplained pneumonia was reported in December 2019, the rapidly 
emerging disease was spreading day by day and caused tremendous public health challenges 
worldwide. On January 8 2020, the pathogen was identified by sequencing and named as the 
novel (new) coronavirus 2019 (2019-nCoV). On February 12, 2020, International Committee on 
Taxonomy of Viruses officially named this novel (new) corona virus as SARS-CoV-2 (Severe 
Acute Respiratory Syndrome Corona virus 2), and World Health Organization also declared the 
disease as coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). [1] Till now, millions of cases have been 
confirmed worldwide including severe and death cases. It is a rapidly spreading disease and 
mainly spread through droplets and contact. Timely detection and isolation of cases and their 
contacts are considered crucial to control this unprecedented pandemic. Currently the gold 
standard for the detection of SARS-CoV-2 is viral RNA amplification by real-time RT-PCR  
(RT-PCR) and requires few hours before releasing results [2]. With increasing number of cases, 
the existing infrastructure to do RT-PCR failed to handle the test load, resulting in long waiting 
for reports and ultimately affecting the preventive measures for containment. 

There was search for a rapid, and easy-to-perform diagnostic tools that can be used to test large 
numbers of samples in a short period of time. Antigen test came out as an alternative test. With 
time, many kits have been developed with varying sensitivity and specificity and are being used 
for screening. From different studies, it has been seen that most kits in use are highly specific 
(near 100%) but has low sensitivity (ranging from 35-80%), causing false negative result. As per 
ICMR guidelines also, positive antigen test should be considered as true positive but negative 
cases need to be evaluated and confirmed by RT-PCR. 

So, in this study, all antigen positive cases were taken as true positive and RT-PCR was not 
conducted. For all antigen negative suspected cases, an additional sample was collected for 
RTPCR. 

Our aim was to detect diagnostic accuracy of a rapid antigen test for SARS-CoV-2, keeping  
RT-PCR as gold standard and to see, if there was any correlation with cycle threshold values of  
RT-PCR positive samples. 

Material and Methods: 

Inclusion criteria:- 
1. COVID samples taken between mid- September till end October 2020, were included in the 

study. 

2. All patients who presented with respiratory symptoms or other symptom suggestive of 
COVID-19 infection were considered for this study irrespective of age or sex. 
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Exclusion criteria:- 
1. Only single sample for Rapid antigen or RT-PCR was taken. 

2. Patient who came with COVID-19 antigen or RT-PCR report done in outside laboratory. 

Kits and materials used:  
Antigen kit:- STANDARD Q COVID-19 antigen kit from SD Biosensor healthcare Pvt. Ltd, 
Republic of Korea was used. Kit contains immunochromatography card, swabs, buffer tube with 
dropper. 

VTM:- Viral transport medium for RTPCR sample collection were from BiO-MED PRIVATE 
LIMITED, INDIA. 

RNA extraction kit: Geno Sens® Viral RNA Extraction Mini Kit from Genome Diagnostic 
Private Limited, INDIA. 

COVID-19 RT-PCR kit: “STANDARD M nCoV Real-Time Detection kit, for laboratory testing 
for 2019 novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) in humans" contain all reagents for PCR including 
nCoV primers/probes ORF1ab (RdRp) gene, E gene and Internal controls. 

Sample collection and testing protocol:- 
All patients after being evaluated by on duty physician for presence of any respiratory symptoms 
and/or fever and any risk factor for SARS-CoV-2 infection, was advised for COVID-19 screening 
as per hospital COVID protocol at our TATA main hospital, Jamshedpur following ICMR 
guidelines [3].Samples were collected by our trained technician following standard method of 
sample collection as laid by ICMR. 

Nasopharyngeal and oral swabs were taken for RAT and RT-PCR from patients in COVID 
screening area. Rapid antigen test was conducted for every sample taken there in in-situ 
laboratory at emergency. Results were evaluated and reported as POSITIVE or NEGATIVE. 

All antigen POSITIVE cases were considered as true positive as claimed by maker as well as 
validated by ICMR, so no RT-PCR test was conducted for positive samples. For all antigen 
NEGATIVE suspected cases, RT-PCR was conducted from 2nd sample collected in viral transport 
medium (VTM). Samples were subjected to RT-PCR and patients were shifted to special suspect 
ward until RT-PCR result was available. 

Results: 
Total 554 samples tested negative with Rapid card. Out of 554 antigen negative, 74 (13.35%) 
samples turned out to be positive in RT-PCR, remaining 480were negative (Figure 1). Among 74 
RTPCR positive but antigen negative cases when we did evaluation of  CT value for RdRP and  
E gene and studied their pattern, we found 30 samples had CT value ≤25 (40.54%) as low as 21 
and 41 samples (55.40%) had >25 to ≤30, and 3 sample (4.04%) had >30. (Figure 2) 
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Figure 1: Percentage of RT-PCR negative and 
positive samples. 

Figure 2: Sub classification of Positive samples 
according to CT values in RT-PCR. 

Age and sex distribution among 74 positive cases are as follows (Table 1). 

Line Age group >60 years was most prevalent followed by age group 41-60 years among  
“RT-PCT positive &antigen negative” cases. Male (n=54) was about 2.5 times more than female 
(n=20). 

Table 1: Age and sex distribution among positive samples. 

Age group Number Male (M) Female (F) CT <=25 CT>25-30 CT >30 

<10 2 2 0 1 1 0 

11- 20 1 1 0 0 1 0 

21- 40 9 7 2 3 6 0 

41-60 27 22 5 13 12 2 

>60 35 22 13 13 21 1 

Though RT-PCR was not performed for positive antigen test, for a small number (n = 5) we did 
RT-PCR test, which all gave positive result with CT value <21 in all cases. (Table 2) 

Table 2: CT value of Rapid Antigen positive samples. 

SAMPLES CT value of RDRP gene CT value of E gene 

SAMPLE 1 15 15 

SAMPLE 2 15 16 

SAMPLE 3 16 16 

SAMPLE 4 19 19 

SAMPLE 5 11 12 

[VALUE]

86.8

Total samples 554

RT-PCR POSITIVE (Total 74) 

RTPCR NEGATIVE (Total 480)

41.09

Total positive samples 74

CT values ≤25 (Total 30)
CT values >25 to  ≤30 (total 41)
CT values >30 (Total 03)
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Discussion: 
To control COVID-19 pandemic, easy, rapid and cost-effective diagnostic approaches are very 
much needed. POCT test like antigen detection of SARS-CoV-2 are quite promising; however, 
main concern is the false-negative result due to low viral loads [4–8]. Francesco Cerutti et al, 
observed in their study that CT values for discordant RT-PCR-positive/R-Ag-negative samples 
was high (32.1, IC95 % 32.05–32.15; range 23.7–38.1)[9]. In few studies, it has been seen that 
low viral load is consistent with low viable virus and low infectiousness [10,11].Jared Bullard et 
al, showed that There was no growth of virus in vero cell line in samples with a Ct > 24. [10]. But 
in our study we observed that antigen test can give false negative report even for a significant 
portion (40%) of patient with low CT values (<25) /moderate viral load also. We excluded 
preanalytical error by collecting samples in same time by same trained technician. As per our 
observation, antigen kit was not able to detect RT-PCR positive samples with CT value >21 as 
positive. This would have resulted in missing about 13% positive case (with CT value >21) if all 
cases were tested only by antigen method. These patients with moderate viral load may carry 
viable virus with them and may spread the virus in society. So antigen negative but RT-PCR 
positive does not always indicate low viral load or low infectiousness. They may have moderate 
to high viral load even if they show antigen negative as seen in our study. Higher age group and 
Male sex was mostly affected but it may not have any correlation with false negative result, they 
are usual susceptible group in population. 

Conclusion: 
From this observation we can conclude that mild symptomatic patients or asymptomatic high risk 
contact patient should go for RT-PCR test if antigen negative. Otherwise they may go on 
spreading the virus with false sense of being negative endangering others in society. So we need 
more sensitive rapid point of care test (POCT) to detect covid-19 or we should try to enhance the 
RT-PCR facility so we can do more test in RT-PCR and can give early report. 

Limitation: Viral viability test or cell culture was not conducted due to infrastructure limitation to 
determine if the low CT value samples really had viable virus. 
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